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Abstract. Russian applied psychophysiology has a wide experience of using the 
heart rate variability (HRV) measures for the assessment of operator workload. 
However, ‘workload indexes’ that have received a wide practical application, 
such as tension index (TI), are not sensitive to the moment-to-moment changes 
of operator physiological arousal level during the performance of cognitive 
tasks. In this connection, a new method of HRV analysis called CS-index is of-
fered. This index permits to identify moment-to-moment changes of operator’s 
functional state. The presented research shows that CS-index is sensitive to task 
load factors, such as task difficulty level and stressful conditions and allows to 
differentiate experienced and novice operators during their performance on a 
simulator. If the CS-index proves to be reliable enough, its combination with 
the Automated Expert Modeling for Automated Student Evaluation (AEMASE) 
approach can considerably raise the efficiency of operator training.  
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1   Introduction 

Russian applied psychophysiology has accumulated a rich experience of using the 
heart rate variability (HRV) measures for the assessment of operator cognitive and 
emotional workload during professional activity [2-5, 6]. Physiological hardware-
software complexes such as the “Physiologist-M”, used as devices to control the 
success of flight skills development on simulators were already used in the seventies 
of the XX-th century in pilot training in Russia (USSR). Such complexes were in-
tended for pilot workload assessment (“the physiological cost of performance”) at 
certain stages of the flight (takeoff, landing, fighting application, piloting systems 
failure etc.) and were based on the number of psychophysiological measures, such as 
heart rate, respiratory rate, respiratory minute volume, quality of secondary cognitive 
task performance during the performance of the basic training task [14]. Various 
methods of HRV analysis were developed. They enable us to assess cognitive and 
emotional workload level of a human operator during the professional work per-
formance [6, 9, 12, 15].  
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A so-called index of regulatory systems tension by Baevskii (IT) based on the 
analysis of characteristics of R-R intervals distribution for 3-minutes time intervals 
has received a wide practical application [4, 5]. The IT growth points at the increasing 
tone of the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system, which, in turn, 
shows the level of mobilization of physiological regulation system on the estimated 
time interval. However, the IT and other similar methods of HRV analysis are not 
sensitive to moment-to-moment changes of operator physiological arousal level dur-
ing the performance of cognitive tasks, and this complicates their usage for aug-
mented cognition applications. 

In this connection, a new method of HRV analysis called CS-index is offered [7]. 
This index enables to identify moment-to-moment changes of operator functional 
state. The approach based on the analysis of “transitive” (unsteady) phases in instan-
taneous heart rate (IHR) dynamics under cognitive workload intensity change was 
offered along with it.  “Transitive” phase is understood as the period of transition of 
HR regulation system from one steady state to another. In the instantaneous heart 
rate dynamics with increased workload intensity a number of consecutive phases can 
be identifies: “steady-state 1” - an initial state of heart rate regulation, that is  
observed before the increased workload intensity; “transitive (unsteady) state”- the 
state of primary mobilization, characterized by IHR increasing, caused by the work-
load intensity increase; “steady-state 2”- a state of heart rate regulation, character-
ized by IHR indicators stabilization at a new level. It is indicated that in the course of 
training reduction of intensity and duration of “transitive” phases in IHR dynamics 
and decreased physiological cost of adaptation to the workloads is identified among 
students [11, 13]. 

2   Study 

The purpose of the present research was to empirically assess the ability of various 
heart rate regulation indicators to identify changes in cognitive activity of novice and 
experienced operators during their professional tasks performance on simulator.  

Participants. A total of 40 participants, 21 experienced train drivers and 19 novice 
train drivers, aged from 20 to 43 years, took part in this study. The experienced driv-
ers were recruited from locomotive depots. The novice train drivers were recruited 
from the training centers of the “Russian railways” Public Corporation. The experi-
enced train drivers had a mean train driving experience of 10 years. The novice train 
drivers had no experience of driving.  

Procedure. A medium-fidelity fixed-base train simulator, developed by the company 
“Spectrum”, Russia, was used in the experiment. Each participant performed six  
15-minutes scenarios on a simulator. Train driver activity at the performance of the 
following professional tasks was simulated in the course of the scenario performance: 
continuous monitoring of the visual signals appearing from out of cab space, regula-
tion of the locomotive movement speed, speaking with the use of communication  
device. Scenarios had three complexity levels: low, medium, high, which varied in 
intensity of perceived road signals and also in speed and characteristics of simulated 
train movement. Half of scenarios included critical incidents that simulated damages 
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in the locomotive alarm system. The given incidents were connected with sharp in-
crease of perceptive and working memory loads and also required operator multitask 
under time pressure. Simultaneously with the primary driving task participants per-
formed a secondary sensory-motor task: they responded to visual signals appearing on 
the bottom of the simulator display with the frequency of 1 time in 10 seconds. 

Errors made by participants during the performance of the primary driving tasks 
and response time for a secondary task were measured for each scenario. Time den-
sity of the sensory-motor reaction distribution was described by the formula #1 with 
five parameters: 

 

( )DB TTCTTATP )(exp)()( 00 −⋅−⋅−⋅= . (1) 
 
where T0 is an excess factor, 
A - a scale factor 
B –a density of distribution increase factor, 
C and D – a density of distribution decrease factor. 
For each examinee quantities of the mentioned factors were calculated as a result 

of approximation. After that the following measures were defined: (1) mode of distri-
bution (the most probable size, TM) of reaction time values; (2) half-width of distri-
bution (characterizes disorder of quantities, T) of reaction time quantities. Secondary T) of reaction time quantities. Secondary 
sensory-motor task performance measure (SST) was calculated by the formula #2: 

 
TTMSST Δ⋅+⋅= 5.05.0 . (2) 

 
The experiment has begun with the 3-minutes registration of an electrocardiogram 

for the baseline heart rate variability (HRV) assessment. After that participants have 
performed three 15-minutes scenarios, then, after a small break - three more scenar-
ios. After the end of the last scenario 3-minute HR registration in the rest period was 
carried out. 

Cardiovascular Measures. Electrocardiogram signals were continuously recorded 
during the performance of training scenarios by the participants using “Omega-M” 
portable loggers (Dinamica Inc., Russia) with disposable electrodes. A standard three-
electrode configuration was used, as described by Mulder et al. [10]. R-peaks were 
continuously recorded, with an accuracy of 1 ms. Artifacts were corrected using in-
terpolation. Analyses were made according to the recommendations of the task force 
on HRV [8]. Time domain measures of HRV included mean RR interval (RRNN), 
standard deviation of all normal RR intervals (SDNN), and RMSSD (square root of 
the mean squared difference of successive normal RR intervals). Frequency domain 
measures of HRV were quantified through the fast Fourier transform and included 
low frequency power (LF, 0 Hz), high frequency power (HF, 0 Hz), and the LF/HF 
ratio. Along with it the calculation of following measures was carried out [4]: 

Mode (Mo) - most frequently occurring value of R-R. 
Amplitude of a mode (AMo) – a ratio of RR-intervals quantity with the values 

equal to Mo, to the total RR-intervals in percentage. 
Range (∆X) - is calculated as a difference between maximum and minimum values 

of R-R. It reflects the variability level or peak-to-peak value of RR-intervals. 
Index of autonomic balance (IAB) 
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Index of regulatory systems tension (TI) reflects a level of centralization of heart 
rate control  
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(4) 

The analysis of  the heart rate transitive processes under increased workload inten-
sity was carried out by the technique offered by N.I. Sapova [13]. Calculation of peak 
and time measures of the heart rate transitive processes was carried out.  

To assess moment-to-moment changes in HR-variability during the performance of 
training scenarios CS-index calculation was carried out with the formula #3: 
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(5) 

 
Where RRNN - stands for average cardio-intervals value for an observation stage; 
SDNN – standard cardio-intervals deviation for an observation stage; 
<> - averaging on time interval; 
t – observation time (position of the window centre); 
a - baseline state (3 minutes); 
N - averaging procedure for a window which width makes N points. In these calcu-

lations CSN (t) the width of a window (N) is equal to 9 points of RR-intervals. 

3   Results 

3.1   Task Performance Data  

At the stage of data analysis we have confirmed that professional experience and a 
level of task difficulty and critical rail incident appearance affects the successfulness 
of participant performance of the primary training task and secondary sensory-motor 
task.  

The percentage of errors made by the participants was calculated for each scenario. 
Measure of a primary training task’s (PTT) successfulness performance was calcu-
lated on its basis. ANOVA with Task Difficulty (low, medium, high) and Conditions 
(presence vs. absence of critical incidents) as a within-subject factors and Experience 
(Novice vs. Experienced train drivers) as a between-subject factor were used. Suc-
cessful performance of scenarios with critical incidents demanded from participants 
multitask performance during time pressure and was connected with sharp increase of 
cognitive workloads. In this connection we considered Conditions factor as one of the 
task load factors, along with the Task Difficulty factor. 

It was discovered that both task load factors affect the successfulness of the  
primary training task performance. Increase of the training task difficulty leads to 
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deterioration of participant activity and increase in the number of errors (F(2,37) 
=28,2, p<0,001). In the presence of critical incidents train drivers made more errors 
than in their absence (F(1,38) =16,00, p<0,001). The significant differences between 
the groups were determined for driving task performance during stressful scenarios, 
but not for neutral ones. The novice train drivers have committed more errors in driv-
ing in association of critical incidents than experienced train drivers.  

Measures of the secondary sensory-motor task performance were analyzed by the 
same method. Again, both of the task load factors have significantly affected the per-
formance of the sensory-motor task. The response time both for the experienced train 
drivers and for the novice train drivers has essentially increased in association with 
critical incidents, indicating the psychological cost of adaptation to stressful condi-
tions (F(1,38)=18,9, p<0.001). Significant differences between the groups were also 
found (F(1,38) =14,8, p<0,01). The experienced train drivers were more successful in 
performing the secondary task than the novice train drivers. These results indicate that 
both task load factors were strong enough to significantly affect task performance. 
They also indicate that during the performance of training scenarios the majority of 
participants were sensitive to each of the task load factors. 

3.2   Cardiovascular Data 

Turning to the heart rate variability indicators, we have evaluated the ability of each 
indicator to detect changes in cognitive activity of experienced and novice drivers as 
each of the two task load factors varied. Each physiological measure was analyzed by 
the same method as the performance measures. It was found that among the measures 
of heart rate regulation CS measure had the greatest sensitivity to the influence of task 
load factors. This indicator enables to assess changes of heart rate variability for rela-
tively small time intervals (7-9 seconds). An example of the given indicator’s changes 
at occurrence of the critical incident is presented on the figure #1. Increase in the 
value of the indicator points at the increased human physiological arousal. 

It was found that the Task Difficulty factor significantly affects the CS measure 
(F(2,37)=44,7, p<0,001). As the conditions of the training task become more  
complicated, the value of CS-index considerably increases in both groups of  
 

 

Fig. 1. An example of CS-index dynamics during the performance of stressful training task 
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participants. During the performance of training tasks associated with critical inci-
dents, experienced and novice train drivers have shown greater values of CS than at 
the performance of neutral training tasks (F(1,38)=133, p<0,001). Significant inter-
action of the Task Difficulty and the factor Experience was observed (F(2,37)=7,44, 
p<0,05). Experienced train drivers in comparison with novice ones had considera-
bly lower level of physiological arousal at the performance of difficult training 
tasks. It indicates the lower physiological ‘cost’ of their adaptation to raised cogni-
tive workloads. Results of the analysis are presented at the figure #2. 

 

Fig. 2. Influence of Task Difficulty (low, medium, high) and Conditions (neutral, stressful) on 
CS measure at experienced and novice train drivers 

It was established then that a number of HVR-measures offered by R.M. 
Baevskii [2-5] show relative sensitivity to the influence of load factors. The Condi-
tion factor (neutral, stressful) significantly affects the values of the regulatory sys-
tem tension index (TI) (F(1,38)=25,06, p<0,001) and values of index of autonomic 
balance (IAB) (F(1,38) =33,4, p<0,001) in both groups of examinees. Measures of 
the regulatory system tension during the performance of neutral and stressful train-
ing tasks are presented on a figure 3. As follows from fig.3, participants had con-
siderably greater values of a TI-index during the performance of stressful training 
tasks than during the performance of neutral training tasks. The influence of the 
Task Difficulty factor on the values of TI measures was observed (F (2,37) =5,44, 
p<0,05). Significant influence of the Difficulty factor on the values of IAB meas-
ures is not found (F (2,37) =2,178, p>0,05).  

Significant influence of task load factors on frequency domain measures of HRV 
was not observed during the research. 

Further, heart rate transitional characteristics during the occurrence of stressful 
critical incidents have been analyzed for stressful training tasks. Significant between - 
group differences in the measures of heart rate transitive processes duration were 
found (F(1,38) =9,84, p<0,01). Experienced train drivers in comparison with novice 
ones had considerably shorter duration of the heart rate transient phases during  
adaptation to high cognitive workloads caused by the occurrence of critical incidents. 
Influence of the Task Difficulty factor on the measures of transient processes of the 
heart rate was not significant. 
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Fig. 3. Average measures of the regulatory systems tension index (TI) during the performance 
of neutral and stressful training tasks 

4   Discussion 

Russian researchers have developed a substantial number of physiological methods 
to assess the efficiency of operator adaptation to high cognitive workloads. Indica-
tors of heart rate regulation (HRR) got the greatest practical application. Methods of 
variational pulsometry, such as regulatory system tension index ( I), a measure of I), a measure of 
regulation processes adequacy (MRPA), index of autonomic balance (IAB) and other 
methods are widely applied in operator cognitive workloads assessment during the 
real or simulated professional work [2, 4]. These indexes are based on the analysis of 
characteristics of R-R intervals distribution. They are assessed for 3-minute time 
intervals and do not enable to identify moment-to-moment changes in operator cog-
nitive activity.  

In this context a new method of HRV analysis called CS-index is offered [7]. It en-
ables to reveal moment-to-moment changes of operator’s physiological arousal level 
during the performance of professional tasks. The approach based on the analysis of 
heart rate unsteady characteristics was offered along with it, enabling to assess the 
success of student’s adaptation to specific kinds of workloads.  

The purpose of the present research was to empirically assess the ability of various 
heart rate measures to identify changes in cognitive activity of novice and experi-
enced drivers during the professional task performance.  

It was found that during the performance of training scenarios associated with 
stressful incidents participants had considerably greater values of the regulatory 
system tension index (TI) than during the performance of scenarios not connected 
with stress. It confirms the data of other studies indicating that the TI index is a 
reliable sign of the emotional stress level experienced by operator during the work 
performed [5].  
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It was discovered, that the indicator to assess a heart rate variability called the CS-
index is more sensitive to the influence of both workload factors. Increase of the train-
ing task complexity and occurrence of critical incidents led to considerable increase 
of the CS-index average values in both groups of participants.  

The present research has also confirmed the dynamic measure informativity, such 
as duration of the heart rate unsteady processes during changing workloads. It was 
shown that experienced driver measures of unsteady processes duration were signifi-
cantly less than in the novice group. It points to their more successful adaptation to 
the influence of the raised workloads. 

It is obvious that the further research directed to validity and reliability demonstra-
tion of the considered methods of heart rate regulation assessment is necessary. If 
their validity and reliability are proven, it may be perspective to integrate the given 
methods with the Automated Expert Modeling for Automated Student Evaluation 
(AEMASE) approach developed by Sandia National Laboratories [1]. This will per-
mit to raise the efficiency of expert training. 
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